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Name: Jeggean A/L Rajendran 

Matrix Number: A19EC0059 

Academic Advisor : Prof. Madya. Dr. Haza Nuzly Bin Abdull 

Hamed 

Activity : Sukan Sekolah Komputeran 2020 (SUSKOM'20) 
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Activities information  

Date:1st March - 7th March 2020 

Venue: School of Computing, UTM 

Organizer: Persatuan Mahasiswa Sains Komputer (PERSAKA)UTM 

Graduate Attributes 

 Communication Skills 

 Leadership  

 Team Working 

 

Position/Role in the activities  

The role that I played in this leader role where I invited all my classmates to join the 

SUSKOM’20 event and we all became a team. 

Mini Report  

Justification in joining the activities: 

This happen during my 1st year in UTM. So all my classmates are still new to me and we all 

are not very close to each another. I always wanted to do something that can make me closer 

to my fellow classmates and shorten the distance between us. So, I see the poster for the Tarik 

Tali competition in the WhatsApp and decided to participate in it. But I also need another 9 

members in order to join the event. So, I approach my classmates in the group asked them if 

any of them was willing to participate and pay the member fee and to my surprise almost all of 

classmates decided to join the event. I also join to increase my communication skills where I 

came out of my comfort zone and speak to my fellow classmates. 
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The Graduate Attributes that are focused on: 

This event has focused on 3 Graduate Success Attributes which include Communication 

skill, Leadership and Team Working skill. 

The event has taught me about the communication skill where I need to came out of my 

comfort zone and speak to fellow classmates with different races’ I who is an Indian mostly 

spent time and speak with my Indian friend in our mother tongue language. So, I was able to 

improve my communication skill which is Malay and English when I speak to classmate which 

is different race. 

Next is the Leadership. I was the leader for this competition for my class. So, I was given the 

responsibility to handle my class to prevent something bad from happening and make sure the 

competition goes smoothly. I also need to thanks my classmates for accepting all my command 

and instruction during the holiday. 

Lastly is the Team Working. So, this is a team sports and team working is important Many of 

my fellow classmates follow and cooperated with me during the event. They follow the order 

I was determined and give their best for the team. 

 

Content of the activities: 

This activity is organized by PERSAKA and it is sponsored by Mutiara Johor. Bahru and OYO 

Malaysia. This activity aims to encourage students from the school of computing, UTM to 

involve themselves in sports so that they can improve their physical and also mental health. It 

involved every undergraduate student from the School of Computing. 

SUSKOM already held competitions for sports games like Badminton, futsal, netball and also 

volleyball. Meanwhile, SUSKOM also encourages students who involve themselves in E-

sports by organizing tournaments for video games like PUBG, Mobile Legends, Call of Duty, 

FIFA and also DOTA 2. My activity Tarik Tali was held at Belakang l16/l17/l18. 

Then, the activity ended with a closing ceremony held in Kejora Hall, N28a, School of 

Computing. The ceremony enlivened with the prize-giving and lucky draw session.  
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Self-reflection  

In a nutshell, after taking part in the SUSKOM’20 Tarik Tali tournament, I have learned so 

many lessons which can improve my game or even my personal life. I need to thank my team 

for supporting me by joining this competition. I also realized that anger is just an emotion of 

dissatisfaction and I was dissatisfied of my performance in the tournament. Therefore, I will 

train harder and learn more skills so that I can be the best of the rest and at the same time win 

the tournament. I also learned that being overconfident will end up in disappointment. I should 

always be prepared and do not take things easily. I also was able to came closer to my other 

classmates and now peaking regularly to them. 
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Certificate/Photo/Video 
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